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In the electrifying world of Stone Barrington, where the lines between
justice and betrayal blur, Stuart Woods delivers a captivating tale in
Collateral Damage, the 25th installment of the acclaimed Stone Barrington
series.

A Tangled Web of Secrets

When a prominent New York socialite is found brutally murdered, Stone
Barrington, a renowned attorney and trusted confidant of the elite, is drawn
into the heart of a dangerous conspiracy involving international intrigue and
personal vendettas.

As Stone delves deeper into the investigation, he uncovers a web of
secrets that implicate powerful individuals at the highest levels of society.
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The victim's scandalous past and hidden connections become entangled
with the present, threatening to expose a network of corruption that
reaches beyond the courtroom.

A Perilous Game of Deception

In a race against time, Stone must navigate a treacherous path filled with
deception and betrayal. Every move he makes becomes a calculated risk
as he tries to untangle the truth from the lies. Alliances are tested, loyalties
are questioned, and the stakes rise higher with each twist and turn.

As Stone unravels the threads of the conspiracy, he discovers that the
killer's motive extends far beyond personal revenge. A hidden agenda
comes to light, threatening national security and the stability of the country.
The stakes soar as Stone finds himself on the front lines of a battle against
powerful forces that will stop at nothing to silence him.

Consequences of Betrayal

With the clock ticking down, Stone must face the consequences of his own
past decisions. His unwavering pursuit of justice may have put his loved
ones in danger, and he must confront the guilt and regret that haunt him. In
a world where loyalty is scarce and betrayal is rampant, Stone must make
a choice that will determine his future and the lives of those around him.

In Collateral Damage, Stuart Woods weaves a masterful tapestry of
intrigue, danger, and moral dilemmas. With his trademark wit and incisive
writing style, he takes readers on a thrilling journey that explores the
complexities of human nature and the price of justice.

Enter the World of Stone Barrington



For fans of legal thrillers, mystery novels, and action-packed adventures,
Collateral Damage is a must-read. Dive into the world of Stone Barrington
and witness the explosive consequences that unfold when justice and
betrayal intersect. Join Stone on his perilous quest to unravel the truth and
expose the darkness that threatens to consume all.

About the Author

Stuart Woods is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of over 100
novels, including the Stone Barrington series and the Teddy Fay series. He
has also written several stand-alone thrillers and historical novels. Woods
is a graduate of the University of Florida and the University of Georgia
School of Law. He lives in Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida.

Get Your Copy Today

Don't miss out on the gripping to the Stone Barrington series. Free
Download your copy of Collateral Damage today and experience the heart-
stopping suspense and intrigue that has captivated readers worldwide.
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Unveiling Humanism in China and the West: A
Journey Through Communication
In our rapidly evolving world, the concept of humanism has taken center
stage as individuals and societies navigate the complexities of...

Blind Boy's Unwavering Struggle Against
Abuse and the Triumph of Finding Purpose
In the tapestry of life, adversity often weaves intricate threads, testing the
limits of human resilience. The story of Blind Boy stands as a testament...
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